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Proof. Let p be the support function of the convex bodyB. Any point r B of the
 -isoptic B  is the intersection of the tangents
p(’ ) = x cos’ + y sin ’;
p(’ +   ) = x cos(’ +   ) + y sin(’ +   ):
Solving the system of these equations leads to
x =
p(’ ) sin(’ +   )   p(’ +   ) sin ’
cos’ sin(’ +   )   sin ’ cos(’ +   ) =
p(’ ) sin(’ +   )   p(’ +   ) sin ’
sin  ;
y = p(’ ) cos(’ +   )   p(’ +   ) cos’
sin ’ cos(’ +   )   cos’ sin(’ +   ) =
p(’ +   ) cos’   p(’ ) cos(’ +   )
sin  ;
and hence
(2:2) r B (’ ) = 1sin  (p(’ +   )u
? (’ )   p(’ )u? (’ +   )) :
This proves the theorem.
Let B and G be convex bodies with support functionspB and pG, respectively.
If their  -isoptics coincide, that is B   G  , then there is a function  : S1 ! S1 so
that ’ 7! ’ +  (’ ) is bijective on S1 ! S1, and r G(’ ) = r B (’ +  (’ )), that, by
(2.2), means
(2:3) pG(’ +   )u(’ )   pG(’ )u(’ +   )
= pB (’ +  (’ ) +   )u(’ +  (’ ))   pB (’ +  (’ ))u(’ +  (’ ) +   ):
This equation translates to the system of equations
pG(’ +   ) cos(’ )   pG(’ ) cos(’ +   )
= pB (’ +  (’ ) +   ) cos(’ +  (’ ))   pB (’ +  (’ )) cos(’ +  (’ ) +   );
pG(’ +   ) sin(’ )   pG(’ ) sin(’ +   )
= pB (’ +  (’ ) +   ) sin(’ +  (’ ))   pB (’ +  (’ )) sin( ’ +  (’ ) +   ):;
which has the only solution
pG(’ ) sin(  ) =   pB (’ +  (’ ) +   ) sin(  (’ )) + pB (’ +  (’ )) sin(  (’ ) +   );
pG(’ +   ) sin(  ) = pB (’ +  (’ ) +   ) sin(     (’ )) + pB (’ +  (’ )) sin(  (’ )) :
These equations are consistent if and only if
(2:4)
pB (’ +  (’ )) sin(  (’ ))   pB (’ +  (’ ) +   ) sin(  (’ )    )
= pB (’ +   +  (’ +   )) sin(  (’ +   ) +   )  
  pB (’ +   +  (’ +   ) +   ) sin(  (’ +   )) :
With these we have just proved the following result.
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In the other hand, the segmentsAB and A0B 0 subtend the same constant visual
angle  on an arc of the circle C 2  that contains M , hence A; B; A 0; B 0 2 C
follows and therefore‘ 0 \ P = f Ag = ‘ 0 \ C n f M g = f A0g = ‘ 0 \ P 0, which was to
be proved.
(b) If M is an intersection of dierent circles C
 
and C+ of , then there are
edges of both convex polygonsP and P0 that are collinear to M , and, since‘ 0 and
‘ M are tangent to both convex polygons, these edges are on‘ 0 or ‘ M .
By symmetry in logic, we only need to consider three cases:
(b1) AB = ‘ 0 \ P , A0B 0 = ‘ 0 \ P 0, f Cg = ‘ M \ P and f C0g = ‘ M \ P 0,
(b2) AB = ‘ 0 \ P , f A0g = ‘ 0 \ P 0, f Cg = ‘ M \ P and C0D 0 = ‘ M \ P 0,
(b3) AB = ‘ 0 \ P , A0B 0 = ‘ 0 \ P 0, CD = ‘ M \ P and C0D 0 = ‘ M \ P 0.
In all these cases there is an open neighbourhoodUP of M that any tangent line of
P through any point of UP intersects P in only one of the points A and B . By the
same clear reason, there is an open neighbourhoodUP 0 of M that any tangent line
of P0 through any point of UP 0 intersects P0 in only one of the points C and D .
Let U = UP \ U P 0.
(b1) (b2) (b3)
Observe, that if a tangent ‘ of P intersects a circular arcC \P  in two points, then
the segment of these intersection points contains the touching points‘ \P , because
P  is star-shaped from any point ofP . Therefore, if a tangent ofP through a point
P 2 C+ \ U cuts P in A, then any tangent that intersects C  \ U cuts P in B ,
hence by renaming the circlesC
 
and C+ of , we may assume that for any point
P 2 C+ \ U the tangent of P through P passesA, and the tangents of P through
C
 
\ U contain B .
If the point B 0 exists, then by renaming the pointsA0 and B 0, we may assume
that for any point P 2 C+ \ U the tangent of P through P passesA0, and the
tangents of P through C
 
\ U contain B 0.
If the point D exists, then by renaming the pointsC and D , we may assume
that for any point P 2 C+ \ U the tangent of P through P passesC, and the
tangents of P through C
 
\ U contain D .
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